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Global Expansion: Britain and its Empire, 1870-1914 (Pluto Critical History)Pluto Press, 2000
This short volume focuses upon the British empire and the development and growth of the country’s imperial system between 1870 and the outbreak of World War I, in the context of historically unprecedented global expansion by certain European powers. The British was incomparably the largest both in area and population of the European overseas...
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Copy, Rip, Burn: The Politics of Copyleft and Open SourcePluto Press, 2008
From downloading music and movies to accessing free software, digital media is forcing us to rethink the very idea of intellectual property. 


While big companies complain about lost profits, the individual has never enjoyed such freedom and autonomy.
 
Berry explores this debate in a concise way, offering an ideal...
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Labour and the Challenges of Globalization: What Prospects for Transnational SolidarityPluto Press, 2008
'Labour and the Challenges of Globalization breaks new ground by anchoring the response of labour to globalization in the strategies of individual labour movements. Through ten excellent country reports, leading labour scholars show how new struggles are emerging in the face of hyper-competition and the expanding informalisation of work. It is a...
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Anarchy Alive!: Anti-Authoritarian Politics from Practice to TheoryPluto Press, 2007

	Anarchist politics are at the heart of today’s most vibrant and radical social movements. From squatted social centres and community gardens to acts of sabotage and raucous summit blockades, anarchist groups and networks are spreading an ethos of direct action, non-hierarchical organizing and self-liberation that has redefined...
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North Korea: The Struggle Against American PowerPluto Press, 2005

	George W. Bush's infamous remark about the 'Axis of Evil' brought North Korea dramatically back into the international spotlight. During the late 1990s relations between North Korea and the US and its allies were on the mend. However, the election of George W. Bush resulted in renewed crisis. The nuclear accord between the two...
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Copy, Rip, Burn: The Politics of Copyleft and Open SourcePluto Press, 2008

	From downloading music and movies to accessing free software, digital media is forcing us to rethink the very idea of intellectual property. While big companies complain about lost profits, the individual has never enjoyed such freedom and autonomy. Berry explores this debate in a concise way, offering an ideal introduction for anyone not versed...
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The War on Drugs and the Global Colour LinePluto Press, 2019

	
		Fifty years of the War on Drugs has led to millions of deaths, displacements, and incarcerations. Disproportionately enacted on oppressed races, international drug prohibition has reinforced the color line across the globe. This collection reveals the racist impact of the war on drugs across multiple continents and in numerous...
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The Digital Party: Political Organisation and Online Democracy (Digital Barricades)Pluto Press, 2019

	
		From the Pirate Parties in Northern Europe to Podemos in Spain and the 5-Star Movement in Italy, from the movements behind Bernie Sanders in the United States and Jeremy Corbyn in the United Kingdom, to Jean-Luc Melenchon's presidential bid in France, the last decade has witnessed the rise of a new blueprint for political...
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